Non-invasive assessment of small airway remodelling in smokers.
Smoking associated COPD progression is likely to be directly linked to differential injury and repair dynamics in small airways (SA). Although IL8 is a well-accepted marker for injured airway epithelium, Clara cells [the predominant proliferating cells in SA] and SCGB1A1 protein [their major secretory product] have only recently emerged as potential SA repair markers. We therefore postulate that the SCGB1A1/IL8 ratio in the airways of smokers would be inversely associated with physiological, radiological and clinical measures of COPD. A cross-sectional cohort of 28 smokers undergoing surgery for peripheral nodule was recruited (24M/4F, age 61 +/- 11 y, FEV1s 76 +/- 20%, smoking 40 +/- 12 p.y). SCGB1A1 and IL8 were measured by ELISA in the induced sputum (IS) 3 to 5 days prior to surgery as well as by immunohistochemistry from lung tissue (also assessed morphometrically) obtained distant to the cancer surgery site. COPD was assessed using standard clinical, functional and radiological parameters. Log-transformed IS-SCGB1A1 was linearly correlated with SCGB1A1-positive epithelial cells detected via immunohistochemistry (r = .533, p = .001), while IS-IL8 was positively related to SA infiltrating neutrophils (Elastase-positive cells). There was a striking negative correlation between IS-SCGB1A1/IL8 levels and whole airway thickness [SA < 2 mm] at morphometry (r = -0.83, p < 0.0001). IS-SCGB1A1/IL8 levels were also inversely associated with nitrogen slope [r = -0.52, p < 0.001] and HRCT SA score [r = -0.51, p < 0.001]. In a multivariate analysis the IS-SCGB1A1/IL8 ratio was a stronger predictor than both the physiological and radiological measures of SA disease assessed. The SCGB1A1/IL8 ratio measured in sputum is a potentially valuable biomarker for non-invasive assessment of SA remodelling in smokers.